InTronix Spindle
Gilman Precision - Rotary Motion Experts since 1952

Compact motorized spindle featuring an
HSK manual clamp used for grinding,
milling, and boring applications.

Since 1952, Gilman Precision has been dedicated to the advancement of high precision
solutions that improve efficiency and achieve longevity. Gilman develops customized slides
and spindles for value-minded engineers with exacting needs and standards, and provides
expert service for virtually any manufacturer’s equipment. Serving a variety of industries and
applications, these engineered solutions are advanced by a highly skilled, knowledgeable and
experienced team that delivers on-time and within budget. Only the highest level of quality
can be expected when you put Gilman Precision experience and expertise to work for you.

800-445-6267 | www.gilmanprecision.com

InTronix Spindle
CAPABILITIES & SPECIFICATIONS
The newest edition to Gilman Precision’s spindle product line is our InTronix Spindle, a compact motorized
spindle with capabilities to direct couple your motor onto the spindle. The InTronix Spindle is predominantly
used for grinding, milling and boring applications. The featured HSK manual clamp simplifies the use of
alternative tooling options.

INTRONIX SPINDLE
Lower cost
& faster delivery

BELT-DRIVEN
SPINDLE

MECHTRONIX
SPINDLE

Comparable price
& smaller footprint

Spindle Design
To view full product details and access 3D model drawings, please visit www.gilmanprecision.com/resources.
Gilman Precision can customize any products for unique applications and non-standard specifications.

InTronix Spindle

Customized Rotary Motion Solutions... Since 1952.
Gilman prides itself on ingenuity and the ability of finding an answer for your
engineering challenge. No matter how simple or complex, Gilman can design a
slide or spindle to meet your exact need. Call us today to discuss your challenge.
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